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Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

This memorandum of understanding is made on 1510912020 between Dhakuakhana College,
P. O: Dhakuakhana, 787055, Lakhimpur, Assam and Dhakuakhana Municipal Board, P. O:
Dhakuakhan a, 7 87 05 5, Lakhimpur, Assam.

Title: Collaboration between NSS Unit, Dhakuakhana College and Dhakuakhana
Municipal Board

The parties

l. The Principal, Dhakuakhana College (First Party)
P.O Dhakuakhana, Lakhimpur, Assam

2.The Chairman/Executive Officer, Dhakuakhana Municipal Board (Second Party)
P.O Dhakuakhana, Lakhimpur, Assam

Preface

In keeping with the emerging trend of higher educational institutions forming fusion
with various significant organizations, Dhakuakhana College has synthesized with the

Dhakuakhana Municipal Board to carry out a series of activities to create consciousness

about sustainable development and eco-friendly ambience. The introduction of
vermicomposting in the curriculum by Dibrugarh University has made it quite significant for
the students to imbibe its practical relevance. Taking these into consideration, Dhakuakhana
College has juxtaposed with the Dhakuakhana Municipal Board to embark upon this joint
crusade against environmental degradation. One of the main objectives of higher education is

to provide quality education to students and make them responsible citizens for the

development of our society. This type of objective will be achieved if the organizations with
similar aims and objectives come closer to share information and resources with each other
for better growth and transformation. Collaborative activities will definitely help to identify
the shortcomings, drawbacks and remedial measures. Hence, both these organizations intend

to collaborate with each other for the improvement of the students, community and society.
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Purpose of MoU:
In particular, this MOU is intended

l. To administer waste segregation in an effective way.
2. To recycle both solid and liquid waste and extract their maximum benefits.
3. To engage students in this massive drive for sustainable development and eco-friendly

ambience.

4. To create awareness among the masses about their responsibility towards environment
and ecological balance.

5' To conduct a sequence of intermittent programmes to explore new horizons in the
domain of waste management and environmental consciousness.

Working Agreement:
Both the parties agree to administer waste segregation, solid waste and extract their

maximum benefits. The municipal board will provide facilities which are required for
sustainable development and eco-friendly ambience. Besides, the second party will conduct a
sequence of intermittent progratnmes to explore new horizons in the domain of waste
management and environmental consciousness.

Functionaries:
For proper implication:

1. Each party will constitute a committee to monitor and evaluate the functions.
2. The coordinator of the NSS unit of Dhakuakhana College would be designated as Liaison
officer. On the other hand, a senior employee of municipal board would be the Liaison officer
from the side of second party.
3. Both the Liaison officers will prepare an annual plan with the consultation of the head of
the institutions.
4' The Liaison officer will have to submit a report annually to the head of the organizations
and Head of the organizations will produce that report to the committee constituted for
monitoring the function.

Responsibilities:
The two parties recognised that the implementation of any agreed upon activity will depend
upon the interest and expertise of the individuals involved and the availabilitv of financial
resources, space and other resources.

Duration and option for extension:
The MoU will become effective when signed by both parties. The agreement will remain in
force for five years from the date of signature provided telow. It may be renewed or amended
by mutual agreement of the parties.

Declaratiorr:
The provisions cited in the above MoU are thoroughly discussed and reached at the

consensus that both the organizations will follow the provisions and implement the same by
heart and soul,



Authorised Signatures:

By the signatures of their respective and duly authorised officials below both parties
acknowledge of having read and understood the agreement and agree to be bound by its terrns
and conditions.

Name of the Liaison Officer: Dhakuakhana College

Dhakuakhana Municipal BoardName of the Liaison Officer
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Dhakuakhana College
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Place: Dhakuakhana
Date: 1510912021
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